Chronobiology of human blood pressure in the light of static (room-restricted) automatic monitoring.
Systematic 24-h automatic physiologic monitoring has obvious merits, even without rhythmometry. It can lead more readily to the recognition of odd-hour blood pressure elevation (e.g., of 'evening' or 'morning' hypertension). Such a condition can constitute an initial diagnosis or it may be found under treatment that may seem to be satisfactory if its effects are assessed only on the basis of a conventional check at a casual, possibly 'wrong' time. The mere inspection of a 24-h record, however, does not necessarily allow one to make objective quantitative global statements as to a change in pattern, e.g., after a given intervention. This paper illustrates how by rhythmometry, some of the uncertainties of a subjective interpretation of a record may be removed by practitioners of medicine, as well as basic scientists interested in mechanisms of blood pressure variability. This is possible since a large part of blood pressure variability can be accounted for by its circadian periodic behavior. We herein present a methodology for data collection and analysis that allows the objective quantification of blood pressure rhythm parameters in health and disease and the derivation of reference standards for such parameters. The chronobiologic approach thus makes it possible to define 'hypertension' objectively, and to distinguish between 'mesor-' and 'amplitude-hypertension', i.e., between an elevation in overall mean and one in the predictable extent of variability. Moreover, chronobiology has shown that mesor-hypertension may be preceded by an elevation in circadian amplitude only (amplitude-hypertension). Parameter tests readily allow the assessment, in relation to an objective reference standard, of these conditions, with a defined probability. Similarly, response to drug or non-drug therapy can be established and a given intervention optimized by timing treatment. Using chronobiologic tools in cardiovascular research provides new insights into possible mechanisms underlying mesor- and amplitude-hypertension. The teaching of the chronobiology of blood pressure and autorhythmometry in schools has been proven to be feasible and has been recommended as a step toward self-help for health care.